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Contextual Bible Study: Essential Elements
Introduction
While the Bible in the Life of the Church (BILC)project has shown that Anglicans
read the Bible in many ways, it has also revealed that one particular and
distinctive method, known as Contextual Bible Study, is practised communionwide. This paper sets out the characteristic features of the method, as used by
the Limuru consultation, held in East Africa in 2011. Other practitioners of
Contextual Bible Study, such as John Riches and Gerald West, articulate the
method using slightly different terminology, but the essence of the approach
remains fundamentally the same.
The Four “C’s” of Contextual Bible Study (CBS)
The first element is context, and identifying the readers’ context is commonly the
starting-point for this method. This is because the text and its readers inhabit
actual historical contexts which must be opened up for exploration in the act of
reading the Bible. In this method, then, the text is not merely the object of study
but rather the sacred resource for its readers’ lives. In the act of reading, the
contexts of text and reader may fuse or clash; either way, in the encounter, the
way the text of the Word of God interacts with the lives of its readers will create
new understandings of the text and new challenges to the lives of its readers.
The second element is community. While contextual Bible study can obviously be
conducted by individuals the BILC project is concerned with the elements of
communal Bible study, with the various occasions on which Christians gather
together to read the Bible in order to deepen their personal and communal
relationship with God. Wilson1) makes the point that CBS constitutes a recovery
of the priesthood of all believers in its principle of lay participation. Wilson also
makes the point that contextual Bible study is closer to the oral traditions which
lie behind and shape the biblical texts; it therefore recovers the importance of
testimony within the biblical text as well as within its readers’ lives.
The third element is critical study. This is where the historical contexts of text and
reader are explored by the use of recognized critical tools, and is where the
trained reader’s role becomes central. Because context is central to the CBS
method, the starting-point is normally the issue the community wishes to
address; the trained reader or facilitator will therefore help the group to choose
the right text to address this issue. In addition, the trained reader facilitates good
exegesis of the biblical text.
The fourth element is change. This is the purpose of Bible study: not to know the
text as an object which the reader possesses through study, but rather to be
transformed by what has been learned in the engagement with the biblical text
and with other participants. In other words, Bible study will open up paths for
personal and social transformation on the part of the participants.
This basic outline can be explored further through the publications set out in the
following bibliography.
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